USEFUL LINKS - SUPPLEMENT
December 2014
Welcome to an additional supplement from the Technology Strategy Board (TSB), Knowledge
Transfer Network and the Telecare Learning and Improvement Network.
Scroll through this supplement to the December 2014 Newsletter for a comprehensive summary of
online news stories relating to Telecare and Telehealth from the UK and around the world. They
cover the following topic areas:
• Policy, funding and trends (pp 1-7)
• Business intelligence and product development (pp 7-13)
• Research, evaluation and evidence (p 13)

Policy, funding and trends
To view information on policy, funding and trends that may be of interest, click on the links below:
£125 test for conditions from cancer to Alzheimer's
11 ways public and private can work together to improve healthcare
13 steps to game-changing health innovation
2015 will be the year wearable tech gets under the skin
21st Century Healthcare for the whole NHS
2nd National Wheelchair Summit
300,000 disabled people waiting for housing living in unsuitable homes
5 ways to address rising depression in young people
A mood-changing headset, Thync, that uses electrodes to perk you up
A pill for every ill?
A&E overhaul shelved after warning over political backlash
Andy Burnham: collapse in social care threatens NHS
Arthur Zang on bringing cardiac medicine to remote Africa - video
Artificial intelligence: how clever do we want our machines to be?
Autumn Statement: David Cameron announces new fund to tackle dementia
Autumn Statement: George Osborne announces £2bn to save NHS
Autumn statement: why the NHS needs more than Christmas cheer
Award for state of the art housing for dementia patients
Barclays set to offer video banking
Barclays to pioneer home banking with 'Skype-like' video system
Birmingham city council to axe thousands of jobs as part of dire cuts
Birmingham faces 'virtually impossible' task of funding essential £140m improvements to children's
services
Blog-Risk adjusted population The Nuffield Trust
'Boiler on prescription' scheme transforms lives and saves NHS money
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Books on the house as libraries move into pubs and cafes
Bradford at forefront of digital health innovation
Brain's dementia weak spot found
Britain has 'masses of room' for more people, OBR says
Britain in 2020 - a vision of the future, from rutted roads to citizen cops
Britons are abandoning 'traditional' social networks
Burnham: Worst week on record in A&E
Call for £2bn more for NHS in England
Can an app really help solve mental illness?
Can better training and a clear career pathway raise the profile of care work?
Can research be memorable and fun to read? Yes, thanks to the Social Care Elf
Can this exercise test predict your DEATH?
Care Quality Commission to publish information on the use of cameras to monitor care
Care workers are not glorified cleaners
Carers Rights Day - Carers UK
Census care home study exposes how elderly are shut out of system
Charities' fears over lack of proper care for dementia sufferers
Clegg to establish cross-government taskforce for mental health services
Colchester hospital resumes normal service after care quality crisis
Commissioning Assisted Living Technologies Guidance
Community health care: can public and private providers work together?
Computer says no: NHS IT was not designed to operate at this level
Concerns over 'eHospital' system
Concerns raised over incorrect ethnicity data in NHS hospital records
Connected generation as lonely as the elderly
Controversial DNA test comes to UK
Controversial NHS patient data sharing pilot scheme may be delayed until 2015
Could you donate an iPod this Christmas? - Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust
Could your campaign be one for NHS Change Day 2015?
Council leaders of all parties plead for no more cuts
Council uses cuts to end home help charges
Councils should start tackling discrimination against self-funders before the Care Act forces them to
CQC moves ahead with hidden camera guidance - Community Care
Daily Living Aids - Epilepsy Action
Dalton review - provider chains (The Nuffield Trust)
Dalton review: options for providers of NHS care - Publications - GOV.UK
David Cameron admits NHS is under pressure
Debt collectors pursue 43m Americans over unpaid medical bills
Delayed discharges reach record high
Dementia care: the way sufferers are looked after needs to be transformed
Dementia patients 'lack proper care'
Deputy PM announces £150m investment to transform treatment for eating disorders
Despite its promise, the Care Act will give little power to service users
Devon GP surgery accused of trying to deny treatments to patients
DH workforce information: October 2014
Digital Health and Care Congress 2015
Disability fund closure ruled lawful
Doctors make mistakes. The best medicine is for them to admit it
Does AI really threaten the future of the human race?
Driverless car UK test bases named
Driving into the future (with the brakes on)
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Dying for a drink: alcohol-related deaths and illness cost us dearly
E-Health Insider :: Call for better community services data
E-Health Insider :: CQC under fire over monitoring data
E-Health Insider :: Cumbria trust signs up to IT revolution
E-Health Insider :: Digital Health Intelligence launched
E-Health Insider :: Digital health start-ups spin wheels
E-Health Insider :: EHI Awards 2014: Rising star
E-Health Insider :: Helicon brings hearty service to GPs
E-Health Insider :: Hunt says £2 billion is for 'change'
E-Health Insider :: Liverpool trusts in £70m EPR tender
E-Health Insider :: Manchester builds games to stop falls
E-Health Insider :: NHS England silent on tech fund delay
E-Health Insider :: Open source framework needed - CIO
E-Health Insider :: Osborne 'finds £2 billion for NHS'
E-Health Insider :: Power to the people on: the great confidentiality face-off
E-Health Insider :: Santa spreads virtual cheer to hospitals
E-Health Insider :: Stockport deploys end of life portal
E-Health Insider :: Testing times for Epic at Cambridge
E-Health Insider :: Volunteers sought for Code4Health pilots
Eight ways to meet soaring future care home costs
Elderly faced with 'parade' of 50 carers a year passing through their own home
Elderly get helpline to report abuse
Elderly 'need to drink more fluid'
Emergency call system for new cars
Emergency care for the mind
Emergency departments failing patients who have attempted suicide, says study
'End of life care needs more effort'
Ex-care minister: Quarter of NHS cash boost should go to social care
Facebook can gain direct access to your mobile and take pictures or make videos at any time, MPs
warn
Firms awarded third of NHS contracts
Four reasons to be optimistic about the future of healthcare
Four ways that technology could destroy mankind
Funding crisis leaves Newcastle facing impossible cuts and social unrest
George Osborne accused of fiddling the figures over extra NHS cash
George Osborne rattled by tax experts' accusations of colossal scale of cuts
George Osborne under fire over £2bn NHS pledge
George Osborne won't wave a magic wand on NHS but £2bn is welcome
Give those fat Britons a free gastric band! We can't afford not to
Goldberg III: Can the NHS deliver integration? Lessons from around the world Good Governance
Institute
Google develops revolutionary spoon to help people struggling with tremors
Google Glass review: useful, but overpriced and socially awkward
Google launches 'smart' spoon to help steady shaking hands
GP 'disgust' at watchdog errors
Guidelines favour weight loss ops
Hands-on with a 'friendly' robot
Health and Wellbeing Boards bulletin
Health boards spend £82m on locums
Health data: the key to disease prevention or a privacy intrusion?
Hitachi, Salford Royal FT, Salford CCG, and NWEH partnership to target diabetes
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Home care services 'close to crisis'
Home care system nearing crisis point, finds Burstow's Key to Care report
Home is where the greatest accident risk is, warns top A&E doctor
Home-bound man uses drone and Google Glass to experience flight
Hospitals struggling as winter hits
Hospitals under pressure as bedblocking' hits record levels
How much will the chancellor give the NHS?
How to avoid more gastric surgery? Five ways we can change our health culture
How to create a more environmentally friendly NHS
How to sync your baby with your iPhone
How to take back the NHS, before it's too late
How will 5G change the world?
Hunt calls for more nurses in community services
Improving care: what can leaders do?
Intel unveils 'Sensing Platform'
Is society ready for its growing ageing population? Take part in Guardian survey
It's an enormous challenge to improve population health in Blackpool'
It's not just about the money - NHS funding
It's time to rethink prescription charges
Jeremy Hunt under pressure over looming winter crisis in A&E
Key connected health technologies telecare with videoconferencing, ambient assisted living tools,
remote condition monitoring, shared electronic records, and clinical decision support systems
Key to Care: Report of the Burstow Commission on the Future of the Home Care Workforce
Later life in the UK - Age UK factsheet for November 2014
Law ends regulator logo on devices
Learning disability care 'failing'
Let's leave NHS-speak in the boardroom
Life sciences minister: Go digital for NHS savings
Local councils' community alarm service enables people at-risk to get help in an emergency
Locum doctors prop up A&E services
Making sense of wearables
Management consultants are making a killing from shake-up of NHS
Managing quality in community health care services
Many elderly 'struggle' at home
Many face Christmas alone - poll
Many lonely elderly call helpline
Medical robotics: Would you trust a robot with a scalpel?
Memory lapses may signal stroke risk
Minister impressed by Airedale Hospital technology used to connect to patients in their own homes
More hospitals could be privately operated in NHS shakeup, says review
More money isn't the right prescription for the NHS
More patients surviving cancer than ever before, Jeremy Hunt says
More patients, fewer doctors - is the NHS facing a winter crisis?
MPSE 2014 - slides - Joseph Rowntree Foundation
National Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) Audit Programme Royal College of
Physicians
Nearly 50% take prescription drugs
Nestle employs fleet of robots to sell coffee machines in Japan
Net is 'less free and more unequal'
New camera checks Broadmoor patients
New complaints over NHS ombudsman
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New report sheds light on the ‘unseen problems’ in services supporting wheelchair users in England
New telehealth 'supported self-care' project receives backing - Bristol
NHS bill for management advisers doubles to £640m
NHS Commissioning » Commissioning for Carers
NHS England » 21% of patients in England can now access their medical record online
NHS England » Carers support principles launched
NHS England » Diagnosing dementia: any appropriately skilled clinician can make the diagnosis and
brain scanning not always needed
NHS England » Directors of Commissioning operations in NHS England announced
NHS England » Health and Care Innovation Expo returns to Manchester in 2015
NHS England » It's not just about the money
NHS England » Meeting the dementia challenge of an ageing population - Dr Richard Sweeney
NHS England » New plans on paying for a better and more responsive NHS
NHS England » NHS England, Monitor and the TDA come together to issue joint guidance to the NHS
NHS England » Patients reporting better experience of A&E
NHS England » Simon Stevens' response to the HM Treasury's announcement of additional funding
for the NHS
NHS England » The innovations challenge to Primary Care - Dr Robert Varnam
NHS funding - Oral statements to Parliament - GOV.UK
NHS funding: How do the sums add up?
NHS inspectors criticise leadership of Kent hospital A&E
NHS Mandate 2014 to 2015
NHS Technology Community: Home
NHS to carry on selling patient records to insurers
NHS to discontinue dementia diagnosis payments to GP practices
NHS Trust Gets More Efficient With Vodafone Mobile Platform
NHS Wales: 'We need to shout about good work and progress'
NHS: crisis feared as record patients wait more than four hours in A&E
NICE recommends self-monitoring tests for people on long-term anticoagulation therapy
Nick Clegg believes £1.5bn NHS pledge will appear in autumn statement
No one will admit what is facing the NHS - but the crisis isn't over
Number of GPs seeking to leave UK and work abroad doubles under coalition
Number of patients waiting on trolleys in A&E triples
Number of UK homes with TV falls for first time
Number of UK homes with TVs falls
Obesity shortens life by eight years, warn scientsts
Ofcom: UK broadband coverage patchy
Older people challenge health and care services to provide more coordinated care and refrain from
labelling them as 'frail'
Older people rely on disability benefits, study finds
Osborne to pledge extra £2bn for NHS
Palliative care can provide a better death and even a longer life - Margaret McCartney
Patients deserve better out-of-hours care
Patients endure waits of up to 35 hours in A&E
Phone groups break down social barriers for housebound older people
Physio develops telehealth device for home-based pulmonary rehab
Private finance reforms will make it more expensive to deliver healthcare
Problem solving should be a priority for the NHS, not innovation
Project launched to ensure intelligent machines can follow rules
Public health commissioning in the NHS 2015 to 2016
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Public Health England (PHE) published Case Study "Stoke-On-Trent: Telehealth helps patients
manage their own conditions"
Reducing health inequalities - Publications - GOV.UK
Regularly coughing, bringing up phlegm or mucus, and getting short of breath? Help is available
Retail robots: The droid at till no 7
Robots as companions: Are we ready?
Ruth Langsford's story - telecare
Ryedale District Council - Community alarms and Telecare
Samsung's eyemouse' lets anyone control computers with just their eyes
Scientists focus on urban wellbeing
Shops' disability access 'shocking'
Show you can navigate integrated care
Smokers and obese face surgery bar
Social Care Services, Scotland, 2014
Social care: need for and receipt of help - HSCIC
Social media and the public sector: who's using it?
Social media told to simplify terms
Social workers and GPs will be at the heart of bringing integration to life
Solihull Telecare (Assistive technology)
Spend your old age caring for the even older generation
Spending breakdown reveals how NHS England cash flowed to private firms
Study finds social media use beneficial to overall health of elderly
Superbugs to kill 'more than cancer'
Tablet computers in '70% of schools'
'Take care complaints seriously'
Tariff reveals NHS savings targets for 2015-16
Tech companies help the homeless
Technological inventiveness and new models of care a 'powerful union' in Airedale - NHS
Confederation
Technology can open doors for disabled people
Technology is enhancing patient self-management and care RDaSH NHS Foundation Trust
Telecare - Coventry City Council
Telecare launches in a living room - Coventry City Council
TeleCareOnline website
Telehealth, Telemedicine and Telecare: What's What?
Text reminders 'stop medicine waste'
The doctor will Skype you now - hospitals give patients iPad consultations
The Gadget Gateway Products and Services that can help you Stay Independent
The public's views of public health interventions
The reconfiguration of clinical services
The Reith Lectures explain why doctors fail
The role of the NHS in tackling poverty and the wider determinants of health
Third of hospitals don't record visitor complaints
Touchscreen technology is good for kids? Don't believe the hype
Tripling weight loss surgeries would cut type 2 diabetes treatment bill
Tunstall Blog - Integrated telecare at Derbyshire County Council
Tunstall reports on telecare success through partnership with Walgreens
Tunstall supports increased delivery of telecare in Hampshire
TV box helps colour-blind viewers
Two thirds of shops lack basic measures to help disabled people, Government-backed audit finds
Type 1 Diabetes (update) Guidance and guidelines - NICE
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Type 1 diabetes could be diagnosed with simple breath test, says Oxford University
Uber taxi business valued at $40bn
UK Best Mobile Health-App Competition Launched
UK lung cancer survival rates among worst in Europe
UK needs an ethics council and digital chief in every department
UK's Most Innovative School Students Awarded for Mobile Health App
vOICe: the soundscape headsets that allow blind people to 'see' the world
Want to avoid second helpings? Electric shock bracelet promises to help
Want to boost your memory? Save your thoughts on a PC, claims study
Want to improve lives for people with learning disabilities? Listen to them
We must be blind - NHS Networks blog
We must stop learning disabled people being dumped in waste bins of life
Wearable tech for Christmas? It probably won't help you get fit
What does the Autumn Statement mean for health and social care? The King's Fund
What does the Care Act mean for homecare providers?
What impact do regulators have on the NHS?
What no waiting times! NHSE 5 Year Plan - Localism, Challenge and Culture Change?
What social care support is provided to family carers? What support do family carers want?
When data gets creepy: the secrets we don't realise we're giving away
When rubbish goes uncollected people may start to notice the misery
Whither the cancer drugs fund?
Why an app isn't like a book
Why are charities struggling to build and launch digital products?
Why is advertising not aimed at the over-50s?
Why is the NHS so resistant to change?
Why sharing medical data could be good for your health
Why the care sector is green with envy
Why the UK should follow Sweden and provide more support for carers
Winter crisis: Number of 'bed-blocking' patients reaches record high

Business intelligence and product development
To view information on business intelligence and product development that may be of interest, click
on the link below:
10 Percent of Consumers Really Want a Smartwatch
12 Reasons Why Health's Digital Future is Now
2014 is the year of health and fitness apps, says Google
23 notable FDA clearances for digital health apps, devices so far this year
4 tips to help providers make mHealth tools work
5 Up-and-Coming Smart Fabric Wearables That Gather Better Health Stats, More Comfortably
7 Questions Shaping the Patient Digital Health Platform (PDHP) Ecosystem
80 Percent Of Patients Worry About Health Data Security
90 percent of consumers want some government oversight on health apps
A New Version Of Google Glass Is Coming In 2015
ABN - Acute Neurology Report: ABN December 2014
ACO rules gives telehealth a small boost
Advocates Pitch for Telehealth
Aetna Foundation Issues $4.5 Million Challenge to Accelerate Digital Health Innovation
AiCure clinical trial seeks to validate smartphone camera-enabled medication adherence
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Aiding eldercare: MobileHelp builds up its digital safety net
Alzheimer's care offered via UMMC's Telehealth program
Annual wellness survey provider collaborates with telemedicine business
Apple and the crisis of disruption
Apple: What to Expect in 2015
Apps as Artefacts: Towards a Critical Perspective on Mobile Health and Medical Apps
Are we overhyping mHealth?
Are You The One Executive Out Of Ten Who Isn't Clueless?
ASUS ZenWatch review: subtle and stylish, with a few shortcomings
ATC 2015 to explore the uberfication of healthcare
Big US Companies Set for Big Savings When Offering Telemedicine Services to Employees Through
Health Insurance Plans
BlackBerry Introduces First Health-Care App With Soon-Shiong
CAIL Mobile Partners With B2 Group to Enhance Corporate Wellness Programs With mHealth
Solution
Can an app help you lose weight? - Harvard Health Blog
Change Collective's new app is a behavior change store
Companies can now opt for wearables as part of a corporate wellness program
Competition to find best mobile health app
Consumer and clinician opinions on big data, telehealth and mHealth: 8 things to know
CoR - EU cooperation and new technology can revolutionise Europe's healthcare
Crowdfooding launches to help match food-focused startups to investors
Deficit reduction plan disappears into La La Land
Diabetes Screening Lags in People With Hypertension
Diabetes Telehealth Network sees early success in Mississippi
Diabetic Charts A Year's Worth Of His Health Data
Digital future signals more active role for the patient - FT.com
Digital Health #infographic
Digital Health Enabler SocialWellth Acquires Happtique
Digital health funding continues to soar
Digital Health Innovation Summit 2015
Digital Wearables Can Help Both Sick And Healthy People
Do doctors have the right bedside manner' for telehealth?
Do we need a long term care revolution? - slides
Doctor on Demand bets big on telemedicine, mental health by adding 300
psychologists/psychiatrists
Doctor on Demand launches virtual mental health visits
Dubai's Smart City a Smart Model for Others
Ebola Health Records Are About to Go Digital
Effectiveness of a Smartphone Application for Weight Loss Compared With Usual Care in Overweight
Primary Care Patients: A Randomized, Controlled TrialSmartphone Application for Weight Loss in
Overweight Primary Care Patients Annals of Internal Medicine
Effectiveness of telemedicine applications for weight management : a meta-analysis of randomized
controlled trials
Effectiveness of Telemedicine: Videoconferencing for Low-Income Elderly with Hypertension
EHR to Create $78B in Cost Savings Over Next Five Years
Emphasis shifts from illness care to well care - FT.com
Entrepreneur sees peer performance comparison as powerful way to engage doctors on best
practice
Essex Cares - Promoting Independence
Europeans becoming enthusiastic users of online health information
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Ex-Apple CEO convinced that Telehealth is next big opportunity
Execs point to healthcare billing, culture shift as biggest factors for change
Fast-growing telehealth kiosk maker HealthSpot raising $6M
FDA 101: A guide to the FDA for digital health entrepreneurs
FDA clears first vital sign sensor for chairs
FDA Tackles Security, Software
Florida Blue to Offer HealthSpot's Telehealth Kiosks in Miami
Fold Telecare 2014
For wearable tech vendors, CES 2015 begins the fight against Apple Watch
Forget smart watches and glasses, smart clothing will be the hottest trend of 2015
Four Predictions for 2015 - A Mixture of New and Old Shifts
Getting to the heart of consumer engagement
Ginger.io launches mental health initiative for low-income Utah populations
GlaxoSmithKline is testing mobile health sensors for clinical trials
Gloucestershire Telecare and Skyguard Provide Greater Independence to Dementia and Alzheimer's
Sufferers
Gloucs County Council Telecare Services
Google Glass Failed, but Here's the Path Its Successors Will Take
Google Glass may be a technology in search of a problem, but what's wrong with that?
Grandpa's Snapchat Christmas: A Story Of A Modern Spread Out Family
Hacking health care
Have your say on Adult Social Care - KCC News
HCA Virginia Physicians mHealth App
Health Care Current: November 25 2014 - Deloitte US Center for Health Solutions
Health Care Needs Less Innovation and More Imitation
Here are the best countries to grow old in
HomeTouch website
How Can Digital Health Startups Work With Health Insurers and Big Pharma?
How Technology Can Help with Long-Distance Caregiving
How to Arrive at the Best Health Policies
How to Make Health Care Accountable When We Don't Know What Works
How to turn your house into a smarthome
How Walgreen Is Offering Customers Telemedicine
Hype Around Healthcare Wearables Runs Into Reality
I Asked 20,000 Doctors About Fitbit And Apple's HealthKit, And Here's The Answer
IBM's Watson Analytics Platform Is Now Open To Everyone
Improving dementia care with patient-focused apps
InfoBionic raises $17M for remote heart monitoring system, MoMe
Inside the Digital Catapult, six startups at the forefront of data innovation
Institute of Digital Healthcare, University of Warwick - website
Insulin dosage for type 2 diabetes linked with increased death risk
iRhythm Technologies receives CE Mark for ZIO service, enters first international market with
CardioLogic Ltd Partnership in United Kingdom
iRobot and Others Look Ahead to Robotic Elder Care
Is Social Media Bad for Your Mental Health?
Is 'telemedicine the future?
Is This The Digital Health Revolution?
Is Wearable Tech Destined to Fail? - Room for Debate
iTriage plans to move into virtual visits, price transparency
Kaiser virtual-visits growth shows the technology's potential
Kaiser-Target Partnership Another Step in 'Retailization' of Health Care
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Kenya's eHealth has an unusual profile eHealth News Africa
Kinsa's FDA-cleared, smartphone-connected thermometer now at CVS, Apple stores
LabCorp, Envision lead $15 million investment in remote patient monitoring company Vivify Health
Let's End Loneliness at Christmas
Letting elders' adoption of technology be their idea
LG gizmopal keeps families connected through kid-friendly wearable
LG receives FDA clearance, likely for a mobile health app
Make Healthcare Social Media About Patients, Safe Care, But Also Make It Fun
Make the Data From Wearable Devices More Relevant
Maple Knoll tests UC smart house for seniors
Medical and tech researchers see smartphones as health's next frontier
Medidata Collaborates with GlaxoSmithKline on Mobile Health Initiative to Test Novel Technology
for Clinical Trial Optimization Solutions
Medtech Winners of 2014: Proteus Digital Health
Meet The Doctor Who Wants Facebook To Have Access To Everyone's Medical Data
mHealth eases the journey from hospital to home
mHealth Insights from the 2014 GetHealth Summit
M-health Is Here: Are Apple and Google the Medical Companies of the Future?
mHealth Leads To Better At-Home Monitoring
mHealth Summit 2014: Providers must invite patients to use mobile tools
Mionix NAOS QG Mouse Tracks Your Vital Signs
MIRROR Project - website
Misfit raises $40M from Xiaomi, JD.com to better serve Chinese wearables market
Mobile Device is Worth a Thousand Words - Orlando VA Medical Center
Mobile Health (mHealth) Market Forecast 2014-2024 : A Revolution in eHealth, Telemedicine,
Informatics & Connected Health
Mobile health company offers way to improve interactions with Medicaid patients, care managers
Mobile telehealth program helped shift behavior in patients with diabetes Endocrinology
MOCA heart: A Heart Scanner at your Fingertips
MOCAheart Makes Keeping Track Of Your Heart's Vital Signs Easy
Multi-Specialty Telehealth Collaborative Offers One-Stop Healthcare for Underserved, Remote
Patients
NCI: Consumer health big data needs clinical validation
New App Puts Health Care at Patients' Fingertips
New care delivery models: Vital signs for healthcare in 2025
New Consumer Health Tech that Can Really Make a Difference
New Hexoskin smart shirt uses sewn-in sensors to get heart rate, respiration
New Jersey hospital launches storefront modeled on Apple Genius Bar
New York Digital Health Accelerator Features 16 Health IT Pilots on Demo Day
Next Fitness Trackers Will Be Printed on Clothes
Next Five Years Key to Mainstreaming Telehealth - Center for Telehealth and e-Health Law
No Place Like Home - the scandal of 300,000 disabled people on housing waiting lists
Nursing: Cirrhosis Readmission Telehealth Project
Omron, AliveCor partner to bring smartphone ECG to retail locations
Online doctor ratings may not match other quality measures
Our paramedics equipped to help save more lives
Outcomes Based Healthcare secures £1m to find big data diabetes solution - Tech City News
Partners HealthCare app to help health startups better understand patient, provider needs
Pharma must 'get on-board with digital health' to be more patient-focused
PHG Foundation 23andMe launches personal genome testing service in the UK
Philips Health-Care Data Push Gets Surprise Europe Boost
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Philips Healthcare Split Boosted By European Demand
Physicians and their social accountability in the digital world
Pilot evaluation of a novel telemedicine platform to support diagnostic assessment for autism
spectrum disorder
Pipeline RX takes telemedicine to hospital pharmacies
Poor sleep, sleep apnea may raise risk of dementia
Qualcomm announces collaboration with vitaphone e-health solutions to power high-tech, hightouch telehealth and remote monitoring services
Qualcomm, vitaphone partner to power telehealth services
Quantified Self: The Bridge to a Personalized Health Marketplace
RACGP - Telehealth: the general practice perspective
RACGP - We can manage depression better with technology
Reducing antidepressant side effects through telemedicine-based team care
Reimbursement Lacking for Telehealth Despite Physician Shortage
SAM Labs - the Internet of EveryThing for Everyone
Samsung looks beyond fitness, into chronic disease management for S Health
Seven Leading Digital Health Tech Companies Showcase Cutting Edge Healthcare Solutions at the
New York Digital Health Accelerator
Shandong Provincial Hospital chooses Barco solutions to support China's largest telemedicine
network
Six month trial finds calorie tracking app too time intensive
Skype now lets you videocall while doing other things on Android
SPHERE website
Startup Builds Sensors That Will Analyze Sweat to Track Your Health
Still facing FDA opposition in the US, 23andMe heads across the pond
Study Reveals Effective Telemental Health Treatment for Rural Veterans
Study validates Fitbit, doctors should consider prescribing to patients
Study: 19M fitness wearables in use today, to triple by 2018
Study: Telemedicine Could Reduce PTSD Severity for Rural Veterans
SystmOne now integrated with Skype
Talking tech for good
Tech Trends Shaping The Future Of Medicine, Part 1
Technology Enhanced Home Care Forum Summary
Tech's Next Challenge In Global Health: Tools, Not Apps
Telecare launches in a living room
Telehealth and its impact on patient relationships
Telehealth payments picking up steam in U.S. states
Tele-Health Pulmonary Rehabilitation: Lessons from Alberta
Telehealth Use in Hospitals [Infographic]
Telehealth Webinar: Impact of Social Media in Health Care
Telehealth works wonders in Mississippi
Telehealth: An Important Tool in Achieving the Goals of the ACO Program and Why Restrictions
Should Be Lifted in Final ACO Rule
Telemedicine Can Effectively Screen for Diabetic Retinopathy
Telemedicine proving its worth for musculoskeletal patients
Ten Tips -- 2014 Year-End Guide for Launching a Product or Service - Aging In Place Technology
Watch
Text Messages Can Increase Compliance With Taking Medications, Study Finds
The Bigger Picture Independent Age
The Experts' View on Healthcare Innovation
The Future of mHealth Goes Well Beyond Fitness Apps
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The Internet of Things - Converging OT and IT Intelligent Utility
The Internet Of Things Is Reaching Escape Velocity
The mHealth Pilot Experience in Nigeria: Six Leadership and Development Lessons Learned
Management Sciences for Health
The next version of Google Glass might have Intel Inside
The NHS versus the ghost of failed IT past
The Role Of 'Place' In Patient Care
The smart home of the future will be all about telehealth, so what is that?
The Success of Telehealth Care in the Indian Health Service
Three Key Components to Physician Buy-In for Telemedicine
Through partnership, Mount Sinai looks to promote internal innovation
To deal with chronic disease, patients will need better mobile health apps
Tunstall telecare: Dot's story
Turkey to supply more assistance to elder care ventures
Two-thirds of Americans willing to share health data with researchers
U.C., Maple Knoll develop smart house
UC Davis Medical Center helps newborns miles away
UCLA-backed m-health project aids at-risk women using fitness app
Uncovering the ROI in a remote monitoring program
Update on Ageing Better Innovation - look to apps and connectors
Using Technology to Optimize Population Health Care Coordination Outcomes
Verve Communications - Information sharing in NHS
Video visits blocked despite doctor shortage
Video: DocChat See a Doctor in 15 Minutes Guaranteed Telemedicine App
Virtual Doctor App Currently Being Tested by Walgreens
Virtual Doctor Visits: Can You Trust Online Medicine?
Vital Connect teams up with Medidata to enhance clinical trials with continuous vital sign monitoring
Walgreens Joins MDLive To Access Doctors Via Telehealth
Waracle How mobile app development is revolutionising healthcare
Wearable Data: The Doubled-Edged Sword Of The Mobile Revolution
Wearable health monitors not quite there yet
Wearable Technology And Digital Healthcare Strategies Should Shift Focus To Chronic Medical Illness
Wearable technology to be looked at for handling e-health data in the mainstream
We're in the century of medical robots
We're killing Google Glass by forgetting it's just one big experiment
What is the secret sauce to digital health?
What One Hospital Learned From The Apple Store
What We Are Reading - Quantified Self
Where your tech focus should be in 2015
Why 2 app evangelists say 2015 will be a tipping point for doctors prescribing apps
Why Google Glass still matters
Why Mobile Health Security Must be a Focus Area
Why So Many New Tech Companies Are Getting into Health Care
Willingness to pay for telecare programmes to support independent living: Results from a contingent
valuation study
WIN Conference - 11 December 2014 West Midlands Health Informatics Network
WiseWear Launches Indiegogo Campaign for Unique Wearable
With Acquisition Welch Allyn Ventures Into Telemedicine
Woman-led video visits service for women's health to launch next year
Workplace Wellness Produces No Savings
Xerox makes strategic investment in kiosk company HealthSpot
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You Can Video Call a Doctor Now, But Should You?

Research, evaluation and evidence
To view information on research, evaluation and evidence that may be of interest, click on the links
below:
A review of paediatric telehealth for pre- and post-operative surgical patients
A systematic review of telehealth tools and interventions to support family caregivers
Assessing clinical urgency via telephone in rural Australia
Barriers and facilitators to using NHS Direct: a qualitative study of users and non-users
Care robots for the supermarket shelf: a product gap in assistive technologies
Dr google and the consumer: a qualitative study exploring the navigational needs and online health
information-seeking behaviors of consumers with chronic health conditions
Effect of telemedicine follow-up care of leg and foot ulcers: a systematic review
E-Health and Telemedicine: Current State and Future Steps
Emotional approach coping and the effects of online peer-led support group participation among
patients with breast cancer: a longitudinal study
Estimating lifetime costs of social care: a bayesian approach using linked administrative datasets
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